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sible without their automated analysis, as the manual extraction of information from them is very time consuming and
cumbersome, making automated video analysis methods a
necessity. To this end, numerous computer vision and machine learning solutions have been developed for automatic
object detection and tracking in traffic, abnormal event detection in videos of crowded scenes (e.g. pedestrians, traffic), human activity recognition and others. The improving
accuracy of visual analysis of traffic videos and its decreasing computational cost, in combination with the increasing use of GPUs, is facilitating the automation of traffic
video analysis in recent years. However, the large amounts
of surveillance data, in addition to the lack of annotations
of these datasets, create obstacles for the development of
automated analysis methods. For this reason, large scale
annotation efforts and real-world benchmarking challenges
and competitions are necessary, to help researchers develop
novel, highly efficient and useful solutions in this domain.
In this work, CERTH-ITI investigates the performance of
State-of-the-Art (SoA) object detector [13] and proposes a
novel hybrid one, namely DeepHOG, that combines shallow with deep representation schemes in order to improve
the detection of the former. Furthermore, CERTH-ITI introduces a tracking algorithm that uses deepHOG’s bounding boxes to localize new vehicles in the video scene and
monitor them throughout the whole duration that exist inside it. It is of our greatest belief that shallow descriptors
and more specifically the relation amogst them(i.e. bag-ofword, fisher vectors) can be combined with Deep Learning
SoA techniques, such as Faster R-CNN, so as to introduce
a great boost in the representation framework. CERTH-ITI
hopes that the proposed framework will help tackling traffic congestion, safety and security issues related to traffic
and urban areas and participate in the development of safer,

Surveillance and more specifically traffic management
technologies constitute one of the most intriguing aspects
of smart city applications. In this work we investigate the
applicability of an object detector for vehicle detection and
propose a novel hybrid shallow-deep representation to surpass its limits. Furthermore, we leverage the detector’s output, so as to localize new vehicles and track them throughout the whole duration that they exist in the video scene.
The detection and tracking system is then evaluated and
compared with other State-of-the-Art algorithms on the new
developed NVIDIA AI city datasets.

1. Introduction
Smart city technologies and more specifically assistive
transportation and safe driving make up one of the most
intriguing domains of computer science and have attracted
significant attention during the last decade. Close-Circuit
Television (CCTV) systems and other types of visual monitoring infrastructure provide vast amounts of potentially
useful data for optimal management of traffic, safety in
crowded urban environments, mitigation of traffic issues
in adverse weather conditions and numerous other applications of traffic monitoring. Moreover, increasing industry trends towards autonomous driving, vehicles, and transportation in general, is changing the landscape of traffic
management. The data from traffic cameras (static, mobile,
drone-based and others, depending on the application) will,
in the near future, also be used to manage autonomous vehicle navigation, by sending information about events elsewhere in the city, traffic conditions, pedestrian congestion,
to optimally guide vehicles [15].
The wealth of information in these videos remains inacces1

3. Methodology

more liveable and enriching smart urban environments.

Traffic management in our methodology is accomplished
by combining vehicle detection with multi-target tracking
algorithm. We investigate a SoA object detection scheme,
namely Faster R-CNN, and based on its limitations we propose a novel hybrid representation (i.e. DeepHOG) that
leverages both shallow, mid-level and deep representation to
overcome and introduce a better recognition performance.
Bounding boxes with a detected vehicle or object are then
used by our multi-target tracker so as to localize and monitor them throughout the whole duration that exist in the
video scene. Fig. 1 shows the framework that is followed so
as to tackle the detection and tracking issues.

2. Related work
Vehicle detection constitutes an essential subcategory of
object detection and generally it follows the same framework in order to accomplish its purposes; (a) Object localization is initially performed so as to find the regions of
interest (i.e. multi-scale bounding boxes) that exist inside
each image or video frame, (b) Object representation uses
these areas in order to describe the information that exist
inside and machine learning is finally deployed to discriminate between classes.
As far as localization is concerned, earlier techniques
followed the computationally expensive sliding window
paradigm, but have been recently replaced by selective
search [17] and techniques that deploy multi-scale bounding
box proposals [5, 22] instead of exhaustive dense searching in the image scene. Similar results have accomplished
the objectness measure [1] and its computationally efficient
counterpart, named BING [2]. While, geodesic object proposal [8] achieved among the highest detection performance
(i.e. recall) even when the requested number of candidate
proposals was small.
Vehicle representation uses the localization outcome in
order to describe the objects that exist inside these areas,
such as cars, trucks and pedestrians. Until recently, this
would require the extraction of local based histograms (i.e.
HOG, LBP, HOGles etc.) that encode light intensity [16],
texture [19] and the existence of specific shapes or other
image features [18]. More recently, SoA techniques of
this domain turned their attention into deep convolutional
neural networks to represent vehicles inside images. They
train the parameters of their models on large datasets, like
COCO [10] or ImageNet 1000-class [14] and then retrain
the weights and parameters of the model in vehicle-tailored
datasets, such as UA-Detrac [20].
As far as deep convolutional techniques are concerned,
we can encounter several works in the literature that deal
with object detection. First and foremost Fast R-CNN [4]
and Faster R-CNN [13], which leverage deep convolutional
representation schemes to lead to robust and highly accurate object detection. An interesting modification of Fast
R-CNN was proposed in [21] and applied a MultiPath network to predict segmentation masks in addition to bounding boxes. Position-sensitive score maps in a fully convolutional network [3], on the other hand, enabled the fully
adoption of the ResNet architecture for the purposes of object detection. Current SoA techniques has currently turned
its attention to developing faster, rather than more accurate
techniques, such as YOLO [12], SSD [11] and the relief
R-CNN [9] which generates proposals from convolutional
features by simple rules.

3.1. Vehicle detection
Vehicle detection in this work is deployed by following
two approaches: (a) CERTH-RCNN and (b) DeepHOG. An
ensemble framework is also investigated as a complementary approach so as to study the impact that the fusion of
the the two. Object localization in both cases is performed
by using the Region Proposal Network (RPN) that CERTHCNN uses.
CERTH-RCNN uses a modification of the original
Faster R-CNN [13], the Faster-RCNN-Resnet101 architecture. We chose to implement this technique as it was found
as one of the most accurate and computational efficient
models amongst the current SoA [7]. This is attributed to
the fact that it uses a single feed-forward convolutional network to localize object proposals and predict classes, without requiring a second stage per-proposal classification operation. We used the Faster-RCNN-Resnet101 model that
is pretrained on the COCO dataset and tuned it on NVIDIA
AI city dataset, so as to be able to detect vehicles in video
frames.
For DeepHOG vehicle detection, CERTH deployed a
novel hybrid representation scheme that combines shallow
with deep features. More specifically, we used Histograms
of Oriented Gradients(HOG) [16] as a local appearance features to represent pedestrians and vehicle objects and encode them into a Fisher vector. This resulted in a powerful mid-level representation vector that maintain the relation difference of each object to the most discriminant ones
and provided to a Neural Network in order to train a highly
accurate hybrid feature representation.
The ensemble model decides about the class for each box
based on the most confident score given. This way we hope
to expose and take advantage of a possible complementary
nature of the two models.

3.2. Veicle tracking
CERTH-KCF is based on the tracking algorithm that
was proposed in [6]. Vehicle detection is deployed every
2

Figure 1: Block diagram of deepHOG, our novel representation scheme. Representation entails the extraction of HOG
descriptors in groundtruth bounding boxes of vehicle objects and pedestrians, Fisher encodes the shallow descriptors and fed
a Neural Network so as to encode the mid-level descriptor and train the detection model. When testing is concerned bounding
boxes are given from a Region Proposal Network(RPN), represented by using DeepHOG representation and classified by the
trained detection model.
Wdetect = 3 video frames and in conjunction with KCF
tracking algorithm are responsible to monitor the vehicles
that exist in the video scene. For that purposes, a vehicle
database is built so as to record the vehicle ids: vehid by
creating space for new detected vehicles, and retaining it
until they disappear from the scene (i.e. when the algorithm
could not detect the vehid for more than Wtrack = 3 sequential video frames). Along with the vehid , the appropriate vehicle class: vehlabel and its detection score: vehscore
are also retained in this structure. Overlapped bounding
boxes are also tackled by CERTH-KCF by allowing the creation of a new vehid only when the intersection over union
score with the already existing bounding boxes is larger
than 70%. To tackle occlusions between different vehid ,
CERTH-KCF merge the two ids at the current frame, keep
the oldest vehid and throw the other.

weighted equally, allowing a maximum of 500 detections
and online training with a learning rate schedule initialized
at 5e−5 and decreasing it progressively. We concluded that
training at 40000 steps was the optimal solution to train our
model. Argmax was used for classification purposes and
SmoothL1 to compute location loss function.
For the training of the DeepHOG’s neural network,
we used RELU activation functions on a 3 Full Convolutional(FC) layer with a width of 512 for each one, using
0.8 dropout chance after every layer and performing Adam
optimization with default parameters.

4.2. Results
Observing Tables ?? we can safely say that DeepHOG
improved against CERT H − RCN N (RCNN in the table
to save space), almost in all classes except from car, which
in the case of DeepHOG is usually confused with category SUV. The ensemble algorithm though fused the two
outcomes efficiently and lead to even higher accuracy rates.
Table 4 shows the great difference between the mean
Average Precision (mAP) scores that our algorithm (i.e.
Team2) achieved comparing to the other teams of the challenge. It is clear that our best algorithm is far from the
penultimate teams (i.e. Team23, Team14) in all 3 datasets
and failed to detect vehicles in most cases. This needs further investigation since our localization and recognition approaches were similar to other teams and followed the same
procedure as Deep Network is concerned (CERTH-RCNN).

4. Experimental work
Our detection algorithm was evaluated on NVIDIA AI
city datasets aic480, aic540 and aic1080. The datasets acquired video frames from surveillance cameras that depict
intersections in urban areas under diverse weather conditions, daytime and nighttime.

4.1. Parameter selection
As far as CERTH-RCNN is concerned, a convolutional
feature extractor (Resnet101) is initially applied on the input image so as to obtain high level features, which are
then given as input to the R-CNN to detect what exist
inside it. The model is initially trained on the COCO
dataset and then finetuned to the NVIDIA AI city aic1080
and aic480 dataset, while aic540 shared the same model
with aic1080. Localization and classification losses were

5. Concluding
The CERTH team proposed a novel detection algorithm
that in most cases performed better than SoA CERTHRCNN and we believe that it can be considered a fair con3

aic480

Car

SUV

Van

Bus

Bicycle

Motorcycle

RCNN

0.54

0.12

0.01

0

0

0

DeepHOG

0.41

0.21

0.03

0.05

0

0

Ensemble

0.50

0.17

0.03

0.01

0

0

Small Truck

Medium Truck

Large Truck

Pedestrian

Localization

Overall

RCNN

0.03

0.03

0.02

0

0.84

0.15

DeepHOG

0.10

0.10

0.02

0

0.64

0.14

Ensemble

0.08

0.07

0.02

0

0.74

0.15

Table 1: Test results on aic480 dataset

aic540

Car

SUV

Van

Bus

Bicycle

Motorcycle

Small
Truck

Medium
Truck

RCNN

0.49

0.09

0.01

0

0.02

0.01

0.02

0.02

DeepHOG

0.26

0.13

0.05

0

0.15

0.05

0.14

0.09

Ensemble

0.49

0.1

0.02

0

0.15

0.04

0.08

0.05

Large
Truck

Pedestrian

Group Of
People

Red Signal

Green
Signal

Yellow
Signal

Localization

Overall

RCNN

0.01

0

0

0

0

0

0.73

0.09

DeepHOG

0.01

0

0.01

0

0

0

0.56

0.10

Ensemble

0.01

0

0.01

0

0

0

0.70

0.11

Table 2: Test results on aic540 dataset
ment algorithm so as to enable traffic density classification
and crossroad traffic analysis. Spatio-temporal information
that leverage motion and appearance features is going to be
deployed for the implementation of the former, while the
second will leverage tracking results and vast log files to
analyze the traffic behavioural patterns throughout large duration timelines (i.e. daily, weekly and monthly intersection
analysis).

Team

aic480

aic540

aic1080

Team24

0.518

0.430

0.481

Team21

0.444

0.384

0.470

Team5

0.447

0.345

0.386

Team6

0.407

0.345

0.369

Team25

-

-

0.310

Team10

0.373

0.279

0.294

6. Aknowledgement

Team4

0.343

0.252

0.280

Team19

0.353

-

0.271

Team23

0.326

0.220

0.256
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Team14

-

-

0.249

Team2

0.146

0.110

0.124
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